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'"Kasparov's brain consists of over 10 billion little robots - neurons - harnessed into an
enormous parallel network. None of those robots understands a thing about chess."
c.. . '1. DO I can do better..."The child·Ii bick<'ring maclc familiar by a popular song
''lm,~ year:; ago strikes a clisquieting chord today:
'ihoultl w" grOlm-ups care whether a machine can
I'"orn!' Ihin:;~ lwtter than WI! can? Is it a cause for
."I"hralion or anxiety? The stearn drill beat John
, I,'nr;', 1\ ho clil!d with the hammer in his hand,
wcording to another song, but that was not a con"~l our slwci,:s n,;eued to win, in retrospect. As we
",,, ground in contest after contest, is it important
hat then! always be Some Terrific Thing that no
"lfIputcr (or other machim:) could ever best us at'?
The triumph of Deep Blue over Garry
\;"1"'1'01' "':it \lay has given the world at least one
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significant benefit. It has helped to bring
this anxiety into focus by giving everybody a fixed
point upon which the~' can all agree. Behind
the din of those crowing "We told you so!" and
those sneering "So what?" the quiet fact remains
that while the experts were not surprised - some
had been predicting the victory with quiet
confidence for years - quite a large proportion of
thc public, even the sophisticated public, were
clearly rocked back on their heels. At least now we
all know that it is indeed possible: it's been done.
Tn a world wbere most of the important changes
creep up on us gradually, it is more than convenient for us to agree upon some more or less con-

ventional watershed feats: Flying across the
Atlantic counts for more than flying the same distance over land, setting foot on the moon count:;
for more than sending an apparatus to the moon.
Beating the world champion at chess is a handsome example oJ this gp.nre.
In the legend of King Arthur, there is n sword
stuck fast in a stone; whoever can pull out the
sword is the rightful King of Englancl. As a test, it
has the important feature that everybody can
readily see whether or not you can do it. 111ere is
no need to check the photo finish or await the
totaling of the judges' decisions for style points.
Like the swish of the nel in basketball, it provides

an objt·ctive, easily read sign of success. People
have been trying to define a suitable sword- inthe - stone test for humanity for hundreds of years
- somdhing a human being could do that no
machine could do. Winning in chess has been a
favorite candidate for more than two centuries,
ever :;ince the Baron \'on Kempelen built an ingenious hoax in 1769: a turban-clad, life-size
swami-Joll, which purported to be a chess-playing
automaton. It beat many-of the best chess players
in Europe and America during exhibition matches,
but the smart-money skeptics were sure in their
hearts that it was a hoa.x: there had to be a hwnan
being hiding inside the machine-and in fact there
was. ~o less a detective than Edgar Allen Poe
e\'cntually unmasked the secret., in an article published in 1836. At that time, Poe was utterly certain
that "a mere machine cannot bring into requisition th.· intellect which this intricate game
demands." He was "Tong about thaL as Deep Blue
resoundingly establishes, but then Poe had no way
of ima~';ning a machine capable of performing billions of elementary operations a second.
'Liny have insisted that this sword-intht~-stolle test is flawed: we don't learn an:1hing
from Dt~tp Blue about human intelligence.
111e wt'll-nigh standard dismissal claims that Deep
Blue achieves its \.-ictories by "brute force:' while
Kasparo\-. it is claimed, uses "intuition." This is
deeply misleading, since Kasparov uses brute force
as wdl. His brain consists of over 10 billion little
roboE - neurons - harnessed into an enormous
parallel network. i\one of those robots understand:; a thing about chess, but the ensemble,
mahTflificently orchestrated by years of training and
IJI·cwlit·,·_ does. Ka:;parov's so-called intuition
dept-nd:; on his having a huge human brain, 50 it is
apparently a type of brute-force computing that
\\1' don't yet understand. Kasparov himself has few
if any insights into how the billions of microprc)f'e~ses that compose his "intuition" do their
work, but this doesn't show that his intuition is not
"just" massive parallel computing. It isn't just the
hardware; you have to have the software as well. I
hay" approximately the same number of neuronal
roboL<; in my brain, but they can't do what
Kaspar<JI'"s team can 00 - in spite ofha\.-ing roughly tht: same potential for brute-force computing.
While it is surely true that the particular virtual
arc:hit(,cture of Deep Blue bears only faint resembl~l(IC:t,:; to the virtual architecture of Kasparov's

brain, no reason has yet been given to show that
this is the difference of metaphysical kind that
some ideologues have tried to insist on.
Could Deep Blue be enlarged and revised
to make it more human? Certainly it could,
in principle - whether or not the IBM team
wanted to pursue this project in pure artificial
intelligence. Consider the following familiar
human refrain: "Well, it seemed like a good idea
at the time." This stock phrase is typically used
to mark the rueful recognition of a stupid plan
gone wrong, but stop and think about it.
It manifests one of the most amazing and valuable
features of human mentality: the capacity that
we have not just to pay attention to what we
are doing and why we are doing it, soaking up
impressions and evaluations, but to recall that
reasoning at a later time and reflect critically on it.,
adjusting both our practices and our policies in
an indefinite cascade of self-improvement. The
agent who can say and mean "it seemed like a
good idea at the time" is well on its way to becoming a moral agenL one of us. not just a gamewinning machine. Deep Blue is already a gigantic
computer program and a tremendous human
achievement., but if it were embedded in a supersystem with all these further reflective capabilities,
it would be like the tiny grain of sanrl at the core
of a pearl. The project of making such a selfreflective agent \lith a useful memory of its

"We have always
recognized that the price
we pay for our modern
conveniences is a loss of
independence that can be
quite troubling."
own inner actions would dwarf the Deep Blue
project., but there is no good reason to think it is
strictly impossible.
Meanwhile, some of the oefenders of humanity are tempted to turn the tables on the deep
thinkers by declaring that what really counts is not
intelligence, or decision-making reliability, or
even wisdom, but what might otherwise look like
bugs, not features: the capacity to go into a snit, or
bear a grudge, or have a panic attack, or be bored

out of your gourd. Human beings excel in the
emotion department. In [let. recent empirical and
theoretical work in cognitive science strongly suggests that emotions are so valuable in the real-time
control of our rationality that an embodied robot
would be well advised to be equipped with
artificial emotions. But whether or not emotional
prowess is something that computer designers
would want to build into their next wave of systems, what is particularly forlorn about this strategy as a defense of human uniqueness is that it concedes altogether too much-ground to the computer. If all we are really, really good at is being friendly, ha\.-ing a winning smile or being "emotionally
attractive," then we can expect our futures to be
reserved for just such roles (such as flipping hamburgers in a fast-food chain: "Do you want fries
,vith that?")
Consider a little fable for the future.
On Christmas morning, little Tommy finds
Roy Robot under the tree, and soon discovers
that it is smarter, funnier, better informed than
he is. "Daddy_ :'Ilommy? Is it for me, or am I for it"?"
he asks. Ownership is not enough. We 0\\11 our
machines, for all the good it does us. Being
the official boss is not enough. as many a
millionaire has discovered when reflecting
that his new butler is too clever by halL and
threatens to preempt all the decision-making in
his life. We have always recognized that the
price we pay for our modern conveniences is a
loss of independence that can be quite
troubling. The self-reliant person who can carry
all his possessions in a backpack. the ultimate
do-it-yourselfer who lives by his own wits
and fends for himself with his own hands. is
already extinct., so we all ha\-e to make our
accommodations with dependence on technology.
Mostly we do this gladly, and in the happiest
cases we consider ourselves merged with our
prosthetic de\.-ices: my self extends out into
the world to include not just my clothes and
my books and my eyeglasses (and my prescription
medicine, and my address book, and, yes, my
laptop), but also the large network of people
and institutions that permit me to do the
things that I do. But many people are not so
lucky. The true challenge to humanity of the
computer revolution is finding ways of helping
everyhody - not just the lucky few - to join
forces with the technology.
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